
Sea of entropy

Polar (N and S, +and-)

Energy is in disorder

Order is lost, thus unusable

Nothing is faster than light

2D Hado (transverse wave)

(Electromagnetic wave, radiation)

Semiconductor / Rectified by diode

Molecules / Harmful microorganisms

Process of death

(Oxidation / Reduction)

Sea of Syntropy
Energy is rectified

Ordered and usable

3D Hado (longitudinal wave)

Carbon micro coil

Carbon nanotube

Rectification with fullerene, etc.

Atom

Process of revival

(Oxidation / Antioxidation)

Quantum sea

Position and motion (force)

are measured simultaneously

Impossible state

No pole (mono ball)

Everything is connected by

quantum entanglement

Superconductivity,

Meissner effect

-272℃ or less

Information arrives faster than light

Multidimensional wave

(Quantum energy)

Because there is no resistance, it has an

overlapping effect that reaches the end of

the universe in an instant, enhancing

coherence

Elementary particles

A state that can be anything

(The world of thought, where there are

both angels and demons)

Topological and holographic, the individual

is the whole and the whole is the individual.

Embryonic / Stem cell DNA

Sea of gravity

Existence that gives energy to

everything without excess or shortage

(according to the will of the heavenly

principle “omniscience and

omnipotence”

Infinite dimensional wave

Rule over all the powers of the universe

Gravitational wave energy

Gravitational particles of the revival type of

microorganisms are connected to

gravitational waves in the universe by

human consciousness, and gravitational

wave energy functions

Characteristics of quantum state, all elements of matter are particles and waves overlapping, and the result of

measurement is that particles are waves, both cannot be measured at the same time, but everything that exists is

connected as a quantum bit.

*The level of consciousness and love is the switch from the quantum sea to the gravity sea.

Life / Material

The whole picture is of natural (heaven) laws (omniscience and omnipotence). That is, a state that gives meaning

to all being and phenomena, gives energy to their intentions, and compassion and nurtures them. Its power is

determined by the level of love and consciousness. Human law is governed by the rules of winning and losing

arising from scarcity, and it is structurally bound to perish.
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The earth is a sea of microorganisms and 90% of human bodies are microorganisms
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